WHERE
OTHERS
SEE
CHALLENGES,
WE
SEE
OPPORTUNITIES!
The future is digital,
the future is now Feeding the future now…

FUTURISM
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
www.futurismtechnologies.com

Who we are?
We are not just another IT services company.
We take pride in our ability to partner with our
clients to provide guidance and de nition to
their digital journey. Whether your journey is a
digital revolution or evolution, our aﬀordable,
high-quality digital services help us stand out.
We strive to help companies join the digital
bandwagon to become more eﬃcient and
resilient and provide personalized
experiences to their customers. We oﬀer
customized digital solutions in an iterative
cost-eﬃcient approach for every company. We
help businesses realize that digital
transformation is an opportunity for a
business to keep up with the evolving
marketplace.

Help you put your
customers first

We help you accelerate
ahead of the pack

Futurism is a trusted Digital Transformation (DX)
advisor and consulting partner assisting businesses
to unlock the true value of digital. We provide DX
services across the entire value chain including
digital infrastructure, business processes, digital
customer engagement, and cybersecurity. We have
successfully helped hundreds of organizations
spanning across retail, manufacturing, healthcare,
BFSI and others live the digital dream. Our custom
DX oﬀerings are aimed to help you put your
customers at the heart of all you do.

We have been helping large enterprises with advanced
business intelligence services such as AI, Machine
Learning, IoT, Data Science and Blockchain. Our cognitive
services are designed to give your enterprise the ‘brAIn’ it
needs. These futuristic cognitive oﬀerings are aimed at
helping organizations understand and unlock business
intelligence helping them stay ahead of the curve. .

Filling the void
Small and mid–size businesses make the world go round –
they are the core of the global economy! We want all small
and medium business to have access to advanced digital
tools advanced digital tools, data insights and connections.
We resonate with every small or medium sized company
that is facing digital challenges similar to what large
companies face, but have limited budget and shortage of
specialized skills/resources.
Want to make the best out of your digital journey?
We have got you covered!

The Futurism Edge
The advancements in arti cial intelligence (AI), machine learning,
automation, robotics, internet of things (IoT), mobile computing, and 5G
communications have made these technologies even more powerful. In fact,
these have been coined as the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0).
Unfortunately, many companies lack the budget, skills, or resources to
harness such technologies. As a trusted digital services partner, Futurism is
focused to ll the void and help small and mid-sized businesses develop and
implement a digital roadmap for operational eﬃciency and new revenue
opportunities.
Unlike other DX service providers or vendors that cover only one aspect of
the system (e.g., network, website) or cater only to larger enterprises with
big budgets, we at Futurism provide digital transformation services tailored
to t the needs of every organization irrespective of its size.

Futurism DX Framework
Eﬃciency, personalization and security sit at the core of everything we do
here at Futurism. We walk hand-in-hand with our customers throughout
their digital transformation journey. Our technology experts regularly
update clients with evolving technologies, advise them about the best
industry practices and implement the most apt technology speci c to their
needs. Simply put, customer handholding is our key strength.

A.I.

A relationship that goes beyond SLAs
In today’s unprecedented world, even the best of contracts/agreements fail to cover aspects on what will change
tomorrow. An agreement can only transform into a business advantage through a value-based relationship. Our
ethos manifest through transparency, trust, value-based relationship approach, and customer centricity fueled by
our philosophy of ‘Customers First’, which ensures unrelenting pursuit of our customers’ best interests.
Driven by our self-funding project and customized transformation approach, we help clients reimagine their
business operations in the digital age. This approach is backed by the ‘relationship beyond the SLAs’ promise and
commitment of hundreds of digital transformers i.e. our employees, who share a common goal of improving our
clients’ business through unparalleled innovation and value addition.

Why Futurism?
Building a connected world!

We can help you emerge as the next
trendsetter in your industry. Why choose us?
Read on to nd out:

Business intelligence
at fingertips!
Helping you
bridge the gaps
Not just another
IT company!
We understand the fact that
digital transformation is not a
one-size- ts-all thing. With
strong industry experience and
domain knowledge, we
understand industry-speci c
goals, challenges and requisites
of digital disruption on a
business and how to make the
most out of it. We will partner
with you to create a plan that is
speci c to you even if you are
starting your journey afresh.

We emphasize on articulating
an enterprise-wide
operational strategy that
connects the front, middle
and back oﬃce operations
thus, helping you connect the
dots. You won’t have to hire
ve diﬀerent vendors to reach
your digital goal.

Our rich technological and
business experience with
arti cial intelligence and
Internet of Things (IoT), positions
us to help you reap bene ts of
digital innovations and drive
maximum value from your
investment.

On-demand skills
augmentation
Proven Track Record
Across Diverse
Industries
Self-funding
digital transformation
We understand the fact that
small and mid –sized enterprises
form the heart of the global
economy. We provide digital
solutions that are tied directly to
business output. Our iterative
project approach for ‘selffunding’ digital transformation
paves way for improved ROI and
operational eﬃciency.

Unlike other vendors, we can
validate how we deliver
results, data protection,
process automation and
streamlined project
implementation. We have
been successfully assisting
MSPs, retailers, banking
manufacturing, energy and
organizations in other
prominent sectors tame their
IT and productivity costs.

We boast of a wide spectrum of
advanced skills and experience.
From enterprise app
developments to advanced skills
including data science, AI,
blockchain, and IoT, we provide
the best technical talent. Let us
focus on your DX journey, while
you focus on your business.

Technology partners
Our strong technology
partnerships help us foster
novel thinking and challenges.
We team up to create
pioneering digital experience
services powered by emerging
technologies including
cybersecurity, Internet of Things
(IoT), Machine Learning, AI,
Blockchain and many more. Our
digital transformation oﬀerings
address a wide range of client
requirements. At any given time,
we can team with a technology
partner to bring you the best
solution possible.

Conclusion
At Futurism, we are dedicated to helping
businesses address the hardest DX challenges
and live their ambitions - from startups to
Fortune 500 companies – we work with all!
We bring an agile approach to both
established and small/medium sized
companies to unlock value in ways that
delight their customers. Our approach to
digital transformation is anchored with a
distinct fusing of consulting and strategy,
engineering and experience backed by an
unending desire of problem-solving ability.
We rmly believe that every transformation
opportunity and every interaction with our
client/partner or vendor is aimed at building a
better and connected working world. This
helps our clients manage risks smartly,
nurture growth and spark con dence leading
to a painless DX journey.
As industries evolve, they create new
opportunities and value for business.
Futurism not only helps businesses identify
these evolving opportunities and gaps, but
also helps you capitalize on them.
Navigating through this rapidly changing
environment calls for novel thinking and
agility, and we have been achieving this for
our clients since the last two decades. We help
businesses perceive this change i.e. industry
disruption as a golden opportunity and make
the most out of it.

The void between next and now is a big challenge for many businesses, and how a
business ﬁlls the void is everything!
We can do that for you.
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